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Abstract – A class of exclusion processes in which particles perform history-dependent random
walks is introduced, stimulated by dynamic phenomena in some biological and artificial systems.
The particles locally interact with the underlying substrate by breaking and reforming lattice
bonds. We determine the steady-state current on a ring, and find current-reversal as a function
of particle density. This phenomenon is attributed to the non-local interaction between the walk-
ers through their trails, which originates from strong correlations between the dynamics of the
particles and the lattice. We rationalize our findings within an effective description in terms of
quasi-particles which we call front barriers. Our analytical results are complemented by stochastic
simulations.
Introduction. – Brownian motion can be rectified in
manifold ways [1–4]. One design principle exploits inter-
ctions between Brownian particles and a substrate lead-
ng to local changes in the substrate properties which in
urn affect the particle’s motion. For example, the pro-
essive uni-directional motion of collagenase on collagen
brils [5, 6] has been argued to be due to a burnt-bridge
mechanism [7]: collagenase, as it diffuses along collagen
brils, cleaves its track at some recognition sites so that
t always ends up behind the cleavage site. This then
cts as a burnt bridge biasing collagenase motion. Simi-
arly, motivated by the translocation of Holliday junctions,
symmetric nucleation of hydrolysis waves has been pro-
osed as a track-mediated mechanism driving directed mo-
ion [8, 9]. Recently, artificial systems employing bipedal
DNA motors have been engineered using a track-mediated
rectification principle [10]. Moreover, synthetic molecu-
lar systems, termed molecular spiders [11–13], have been
constructed utilizing a similar mechanism. They consist
of an inert body and catalytic legs. The legs are DNA
enzymes which, upon binding to a complementary DNA
substrate, cleave it into two shorter products that then
have a lower affinity for the legs. The spider’s motion
thus changes the biochemical properties of the molecular
track, and its trail consists of sites with enhanced dis-
sociation rates. When interacting with precisely defined
environments such molecular spiders even perform some
elementary robotic behavior [14].
Both of these examples are non-Markovian stochastic
processes: through cleaving the track or changing kinetic
parameters of the substrate the system acquires a mem-
ory of the path traced out by the particle. Such pro-
cesses belong to a general class of random walks on lattices
with weighted bonds or sites. Well-studied models include
the self-avoiding random walk [15], the reinforced ran-
dom walk [16], and the excited random walk [17]. These
random walks with memory show unusual behavior, like
anomalous diffusion or spatial confinement.
We are interested in collective phenomena emerging
from the interaction of many non-Markovian random
walkers. Such systems are genuinely distinct from their
Markovian counterparts like, e.g., the symmetric or asym-
metric exclusion processes (ASEP) [18] or Brownian ratch-
ets [19]. Whereas in the latter case interactions are local in
space and time, they are non-local for non-Markovian ran-
dom walkers because they mutually influence each other
through their trails, i.e., changes induced in the track while
moving over it. Since this implies strong correlations be-
tween the dynamics of the particles and the lattice, we
expect novel behavior as compared to Markovian systems
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